EXCERPTS FROM HESIOD, WORKS AND DAYS

These excerpts are taken from the version at Theoi.com. The original text is found here.

PANDORA AND THE JAR

Focus questions

1. Pandora is described as a “snare.” What are the attributes given to her by the gods that make her a “snare”? How do the positive attributes she is given align with this attitude – or do they subtly contradict it?

2. What does the story about Pandora’s box say about the nature of women and their effect on the world? Is there any mitigating factor to Pandora’s actions?

3. In what ways is the story of Pandora like the story of Eve? Does it have similar effects for men? For women? Do Eve and Pandora create any advantages for men or only disasters?

[42] For the gods keep hidden from men the means of life. Else you would easily do work enough in a day to supply you for a full year even without working; soon would you put away your rudder over the smoke, and the fields worked by ox and sturdy mule would run to waste. But Zeus in the anger of his heart hid it, because Prometheus the crafty deceived him; therefore he planned sorrow and mischief against men. He hid fire; but that the noble son of Iapetus stole again for men from Zeus the counsellor in a hollow fennel-stalk, so that Zeus who delights in thunder did not see it. But afterwards Zeus who gathers the clouds said to him in anger:

[54] 'Son of Iapetus, surpassing all in cunning, you are glad that you have outwitted me and stolen fire -- a great plague to you yourself and to men that shall be. But I will give men as the price for fire an evil thing in which they may all be glad of heart while they embrace their own destruction.'

[60] So said the father of men and gods, and laughed aloud. And he bade famous Hephaestus make haste and mix earth with water and to put in it the voice and strength of human kind, and fashion a sweet, lovely maiden-shape, like to the immortal goddesses in face; and Athene to teach her needlework and the weaving of the varied web; and golden Aphrodite to shed grace upon her head and cruel longing and cares that weary the limbs. And he charged Hermes the guide, the Slayer of Argus, to put in her a shameless mind and a deceitful nature.

[69] So he ordered. And they obeyed the lord Zeus the son of Cronos. Forthwith the famous Lame God moulded clay in the likeness of a modest maid, as the son of Cronos purposed. And the goddess bright-eyed Athene girded and clothed her, and the divine Graces and queenly Persuasion put necklaces of gold upon her, and the rich-haired Hours crowned her head with spring flowers. And Pallas Athene bedecked her form
with all manners of finery. Also the Guide, the Slayer of Argus, contrived within her lies and crafty words and a deceitful nature at the will of loud thundering Zeus, and the Herald of the gods put speech in her. And he called this woman Pandora (All Endowed), because all they who dwelt on Olympus gave each a gift, a plague to men who eat bread.

[83] But when he had finished the sheer, hopeless snare, the Father sent glorious Argus-Slayer, the swift messenger of the gods, to take it to Epimetheus as a gift. And Epimetheus did not think on what Prometheus had said to him, bidding him never take a gift of Olympian Zeus, but to send it back for fear it might prove to be something harmful to men. But he took the gift, and afterwards, when the evil thing was already his, he understood.

[90] For ere this the tribes of men lived on earth remote and free from ills and hard toil and heavy sickness which bring the Fates upon men; for in misery men grow old quickly. But the woman took off the great lid of the jar with her hands and scattered all these and her thought caused sorrow and mischief to men. Only Hope remained there in an unbreakable home within under the rim of the great jar, and did not fly out at the door; for ere that, the lid of the jar stopped her, by the will of Aegis-holding Zeus who gathers the clouds. But the rest, countless plagues, wander amongst men; for earth is full of evils and the sea is full. Of themselves diseases come upon men continually by day and by night, bringing mischief to mortals silently; for wise Zeus took away speech from them. So is there no way to escape the will of Zeus.

WOMEN IN THE FARMER’S LIFE

Focus Questions:

1. Hesiod’s advice is aimed at men, but what can a woman get out of it that might be helpful in her own life – if anything?
2. In Hesiod’s view, what can a woman contribute to a farming household, and how can she detract from it?
3. Do you get a feeling for the ideal relationship between men and women? Or is the relationship innately fraught with conflict (and representative of pure misogyny)?

[320] Wealth should not be seized: god-given wealth is much better; for it a man take great wealth violently and perforce, or if he steal it through his tongue, as often happens when gain deceives men's sense and dishonour tramples down honour, the gods soon blot him out and make that man's house low, and wealth attends him only for a little time. Alike with him who does wrong to a suppliant or a guest, or who goes up to his brother's bed and commits unnatural sin in lying with his wife, or who infatuately offends against fatherless children, or who abuses his old father at the cheerless threshold of old age and attacks him with harsh words, truly Zeus himself is
angry, and at the last lays on him a heavy requittal for his evil doing. But do you turn your foolish heart altogether away from these things, and, as far as you are able, sacrifice to the deathless gods purely and cleanly, and burn rich meats also, and at other times propitiate them with libations and incense, both when you go to bed and when the holy light has come back, that they may be gracious to you in heart and spirit, and so you may buy another's holding and not another yours.

[342] Call your friend to a feast; but leave your enemy alone; and especially call him who lives near you: for if any mischief happen in the place, neighbours come ungirt, but kinsmen stay to gird themselves. A bad neighbour is as great a plague as a good one is a great blessing; he who enjoys a good neighbour has a precious possession. Not even an ox would die but for a bad neighbour. Take fair measure from your neighbour and pay him back fairly with the same measure, or better, if you can; so that if you are in need afterwards, you may find him sure.

[352] Do not get base gain: base gain is as bad as ruin. Be friends with the friendly, and visit him who visits you. Give to one who gives, but do not give to one who does not give. A man gives to the free-handed, but no one gives to the close-fisted. Give is a good girl, but Take is bad and she brings death. For the man who gives willingly, even though he gives a great thing, rejoices in his gift and is glad in heart; but whoever gives way to shamelessness and takes something himself, even though it be a small thing, it freezes his heart. He who adds to what he has, will keep off bright-eyed hunger; for it you add only a little to a little and do this often, soon that little will become great. What a man has by him at home does not trouble him: it is better to have your stuff at home, for whatever is abroad may mean loss. It is a good thing to draw on what you have; but it grieves your heart to need something and not to have it, and I bid you mark this. Take your fill when the cask is first opened and when it is nearly spent, but midways be sparing: it is poor saving when you come to the lees.

[370] Let the wage promised to a friend be fixed; even with your brother smile -- and get a witness; for trust and mistrust, alike ruin men.

[373] Do not let a flaunting woman coax and cozen and deceive you: she is after your barn. The man who trusts womankind trust deceivers.

[376] There should be an only son, to feed his father's house, for so wealth will increase in the home; but if you leave a second son you should die old. Yet Zeus can easily give great wealth to a greater number. More hands mean more work and more increase. If your heart within you desires wealth, do these things and work with work upon work.

[383] When the Pleiades, daughters of Atlas, are rising [in early May], begin your harvest, and your ploughing when they are going to set [in November]. Forty nights and days they are hidden and appear again as the year moves round, when first you sharpen your sickle. This is the law of the plains, and of those who live near the sea, and
who inhabit rich country, the glens and dinges far from the tossing sea, -- strip to sow
and strip to plough and strip to reap, if you wish to get in all Demeter's fruits in due
season, and that each kind may grow in its season. Else, afterwards, you may chance to
be in want, and go begging to other men's houses, but without avail; as you have
already come to me. But I will give you no more nor give you further measure. Foolish
Perses! Work the work which the gods ordained for men, lest in bitter anguish of spirit
you with your wife and children seek your livelihood amongst your neighbours, and
they do not heed you. Two or three times, may be, you will succeed, but if you trouble
them further, it will not avail you, and all your talk will be in vain, and your word-play
unprofitable. Nay, I bid you find a way to pay your debts and avoid hunger.

[405] First of all, get a house, and a woman and an ox for the plough -- a slave woman
and not a wife, to follow the oxen as well -- and make everything ready at home, so that
you may not have to ask of another, and he refuses you, and so, because you are in lack,
the season pass by and your work come to nothing. Do not put your work off till to-
morrow and the day after; for a sluggish worker does not fill his barn, nor one who puts
off his work: industry makes work go well, but a man who puts off work is always at
hand-grips with ruin.

[695] Bring home a wife to your house when you are of the right age, while you are not
far short of thirty years nor much above; this is the right age for marriage. Let your wife
have been grown up four years, and marry her in the fifth. Marry a maiden, so that you
can teach her careful ways, and especially marry one who lives near you, but look well
about you and see that your marriage will not be a joke to your neighbours. For a man
wins nothing better than a good wife, and, again, nothing worse than a bad one, a
greedy soul who roasts her man without fire, strong though he may be, and brings him
to a raw old age.

[706] Be careful to avoid the anger of the deathless gods. Do not make a friend equal to
a brother; but if you do, do not wrong him first, and do not lie to please the tongue. But
if he wrongs you first, offending either in word or in deed, remember to repay him
double; but if he ask you to be his friend again and be ready to give you satisfaction,
welcome him. He is a worthless man who makes now one and now another his friend;
but as for you, do not let your face put your heart to shame.

[715] Do not get a name either as lavish or as churlish; as a friend of rogues or as a
slanderer of good men. Never dare to taunt a man with deadly poverty which eats out
the heart; it is sent by the deathless gods. The best treasure a man can have is a sparing
tongue, and the greatest pleasure, one that moves orderly; for if you speak evil, you
yourself will soon be worse spoken of.